The nonlinear ultrasound needle pulse.
Recent work has established an analytical formulation of broadband fields which extend in the axial direction and converge to a narrow concentrated line. Those unique (needle) fields have their origins in an angular spectrum configuration in which the forward propagating wavenumber of the field ( kz ) is constant across any z plane for all of the propagated frequencies. A 3 MHz-based, finite amplitude distorted simulation of such a field is considered here in a water path scenario relevant to medical imaging. That nonlinear simulation had its focal features compared to those of a comparable Gaussian beam. The results suggest that the unique convergence of the needle pulse to a narrow but extended axial line in linear propagation is also inherited by higher harmonics in nonlinear propagation. Furthermore, the linear needle field's relatively short duration focal pulses, and the asymptotic declines of its radial profiles, also hold for the associated higher harmonics. Comparisons with the Gaussian field highlight some unique and potentially productive features of needle fields.